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We present an extension of theT-matrix approach to scattering of light by a three-level system, using a
description based on a Master equation. More particularly, we apply our formalism to calculate theT matrix of
a pumped three-level atom, providing an exact and analytical expression describing the influence of a pump on
the light-scattering properties of an atomic three-level system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the description of the interaction of atomic ensembles
with light, the atoms are often treated in the electric dipole
approximation, and are therefore effectively considered to be
point dipoles. The advantages of the point-dipole formalism
are twofold. First, thed-function potential associated with
point scatterers allows for significant mathematical simplifi-
cations compared to finite-size scatterersf1g. Second, the
point-scatterer formalism allows for a transparent description
of many multiple-scattering phenomena, mimicking most of
the associated relevant physicsf2g. The light scattering prop-
erties of point dipoles can be expressed by means of theirT

matrix TJ which is related to the dynamic polarizabilityaJ by

TJsv ,r8 ,rd=−sv /cd2aJsvddsrddsr −r8d. If one describes the
internal structure of the atoms as an effective two-level sys-
tem f3g or a damped harmonic oscillator, one finds the well-
known Lorentzian expression for the linear dynamic polariz-
ability f4g for frequencies near the resonance frequency.

In this paper, we present an extension of the point-dipole
T matrix to three-level atoms. Three-level atoms have been
studied a lot in the past, especially in the context of lasing
without inversionf5,6g. However, in this paper, we are fo-
cusing on a different application of three-level atoms. Our
aim is to develop a transparent formulation of a point dipole
with gain, based on clear physical grounds. The introduction
of a pump in the point-dipole model is highly attractive be-
cause it allows, within the framework of theT matrix for-
malism, for a description of optically amplifying atomic sys-
tems f7–10g. The results presented in this paper are a first
step towards a better qualitative and quantitative understand-
ing of the presence of gain in multiple light-scattering sys-
tems, such as atomic latticesf11g or coherent backscattering
experimentsf12g.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the Master
equation for an optically pumped three-level system is
solved. The evolution of all atomic populations and internal
coherences can then be deduced. In particular, we will focus
on the system’s steady-state regime. In Sec. III, we will con-
nect the reduced density matrix of the system with its dy-
namic polarizability, which will lead us to the key result of

this paper: theT matrix of a point-dipole with gain. In Sec.
IV, finally, we will discuss the physical meaning of our re-
sult, and elaborate on the dispersion and dissipation of a
dipole in the presence of gain.

II. MASTER EQUATION OF A PUMPED THREE-LEVEL
SYSTEM

We start by considering a three-level systemA, shown in
Fig. 1. The experimental situation we have in mind is, e.g., a
hydrogenlike fine-structureless atom in a magnetic field. The
c→a transition then corresponds to an allowedp transition,
whereas levelb is a higher-lying quickly decaying level. De-
cay between the energy levelsa, b, andc can occur accord-
ing to the decay ratesGbc andGca. Theb→c transition either
has a nonradiative nature, or its transition frequency is far
detuned compared to the other relevant frequencies in the
system. In this paper, we are interested in the simplest
scheme possible that allows for incoherent pumping. There-
fore, we will make the following simplifying assumptions.
We assume that spontaneous emission from levelb to levela
can be neglected compared to other decay processes, hence
Gba<0. Furthermore, the lifetimeGbc

−1 of level b is chosen to
be small compared to the lifetimeGca

−1. Both previous restric-
tions on the decay rates do not affect the final results of this
paper in any qualitative way, and are only introduced for
mathematical simplicity. Of course, quantitative differences
will arise if extra coherences imposed by the pump are taken
into account through a finiteGba, but these effects are outside
the scope of this paper. Two incident electromagnetic fields
«e and«p interact withA. The field«p serves as a pump to
establish population inversion in the two-level systemac.

*Electronic address: t.savels@utwente.nl

FIG. 1. sColor onlined The three-level systemA. Decay fromb
to c and fromc to a can occur according to the decay ratesGbc and
Gca, respectively. Decay fromb to a is neglected. The left dashed
arrows express the interaction with the pump. The right dashed
arrows depict the interaction with the external probe field.
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The external probe field«e is present in order to calculate the
dynamic polarizability of theac system.

We are interested in the steady-state behavior of the sys-
tem A. We will now derive the Master equation of the sys-
tem, using the standard procedure presented inf13g. The to-
tal Hamiltonian of the systemA, the electromagnetic fields,
and interactions can be written in the electric dipole and the
rotating-wave approximation as

Ĥ ; ĤA + ĤP + ĤR + V̂AR+ V̂AE + V̂AP. s1d

The atomic HamiltonianĤA is given byĤab+Ĥc, with

Ĥab ; "v1Ŝab
+ Ŝab

− , Ĥc ; "v2Ŝac
+ Ŝac

− , s2d

with Ŝij
+, Ŝij

− the ij dipole raising and lowering operators. The
Hamiltonian of the pump is given by

ĤP ; "vpsâpâp
† + 1

2d , s3d

where the operatorsâp and âp
†, respectively, annihilate and

create a pump photon with frequencyvp. The systemA is

coupled via the interactionV̂AR,

V̂AR; − id̂ ·o
kl

S"vkl

2«0V
D1/2

sâkl − âkl
† d, s4d

to the three-dimensional multimode electromagnetic field
with Hamiltonian

ĤR ; o
kl

"vklsâklâkl
† + 1

2d . s5d

The dipole operator is denoted asd̂, the operatorsâ and â†

are the photon annihilation and creation operators, andV
=L3 is the quantization volume. The external field«e has a
frequencyv, and interacts with the systemA by

V̂AE ;
1

2
"VesŜac

+ e−ivt + Ŝac
− eivtd, s6d

where the interaction strength is given by the Rabi frequency
Ve;−dac·«e/", with dac the ac transition dipole moment.

The interaction HamiltonianV̂AP finally denotes the cou-
pling of the atom to the pump,

V̂AP ; gsŜab
+ + Ŝab

− dsâp + âp
†d, s7d

with g expressing the coupling strength between the pump
and the systemf13g. The pump field shifts the energies of the
levelsa andb. This shift, which can be significant for large
pump intensities, can be taken into accountssee, e.g.,f14gd
by considering the “dressed states” or eigenstates of the

HamiltonianĤD; Ĥab+ĤP+V̂AP, given by

u1sNdl ; sinsudua,N + 1l + cossudub,Nl, s8ad

u2sNdl ; cossudua,N + 1l − sinsudub,Nl, s8bd

graphically represented in Fig. 2. Since the energy of levelc
is unaffected by the pump, we use the notationucsNdl
;uc,Nl. The number of pump photons is then given byN,
and

tan 2u ; −
Vp

dp
, 0 ø 2u , p, s9d

where we used

"Vp ; − dab · «p, dp ; vp − v1, s10d

with dab the ab transition dipole moment. We assume for
now that the distribution of pump photons is relatively nar-
row around a large average valueskNl@DN@1d, for which
2gÎkNl="Vp holds ssee, e.g.,f13gd.

The dynamics of the systemA can be expressed in terms
of the Master equation for the reduced density matrixŝ. The
Master equation is in the usual Born-Markov approximation,
written in the Lindblad form, given byf15–17g

FIG. 2. sColor onlined In sad, levelsua,Nl, ub,Nl, anduc,Nl are
shown for a different number of pump photonsN. The energy dif-
ferences between energy levels are also indicated. Insbd, the
dressed statesu1sNdl and u2sNdl are schematically shown. The en-
ergy difference between both states is given by"V="Îdp

2+Vp
2,

which can easily be deduced from definitionss8d.
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d

dt
ŝ ; L̂ŝ ; L̂ndŝ + L̂dŝ. s11d

The nondissipative part of the Lindblad operator can be writ-
ten as

L̂ndŝ ; −
i

"
fĤD + Ĥc + V̂AE,ŝg, s12d

while the dissipative part is given by

L̂dŝ ; −
Gca

2
sŜac

+ Ŝac
− ŝ + ŝŜac

+ Ŝac
− d + GcaŜac

− ŝŜac
+ −

Gbc

2
sŜbc

+ Ŝbc
− ŝ

+ ŝŜbc
+ Ŝbc

− d + GbcŜbc
− ŝŜbc

+ . s13d

The explicit evolution equations for all reduced density-
matrix elements are found by expanding Eq.s11d in the basis
hu1sNdl , u2sN8dl , uc,N9lj, whereN, N8, andN9 are not neces-
sarily equal. However, we will show in the next section that
only an expansion in the basishu1sNdl , u2sNdl , uc,N+1lj will
be required to determine the system’sT matrix, and we will
therefore restrict ourselves to this particular basis. If we in-
troduce the following notations for typographical simplicity:

si,j
N,M ; kisNduŝu jsMdl, s14ad

Ei
N ; kisNduĤD + ĤcuisNdl, i, j [ h1,2,cj, s14bd

we can focus on the evolution equations obtained by an ex-
pansion of Eq.s11d First, the evolution of the population of
the dressed stateu1sNdl is given by

ṡ1,1
N,N = − i

Ve

2
sinsudseivtsc,1

N+1,N − e−ivts1,c
N,N+1d

+ Gca sin2sudsc,c
N+1,N+1 − Gbc cos2suds1,1

N,N

+
Gbc

2
sinsudcossudss1,2

N,N + s2,1
N,Nd, s15d

with similar expressions for the populationss2,2
N,N and sc,c

N,N.
Secondly, coherences such ass1,2

N,N evolve as

ṡ1,2
N,N = − i

Ve

2
seivt sinsudsc,2

N+1,N − e−ivt cossuds1,c
N,N+1d

+ Gca sinsudcossudsc,c
N+1,N+1 −

Gbc

2
fs1,2

N,N

− sinsudcossuds2,2
N,N − sinsudcossuds1,1

N,Ng −
i

"
sE1

N

− E2
Nds1,2

N,N, s16d

with analogous expressions for all other coherences, which
are derived in the Appendix. Expanding the Master equation
allows us to describe the dynamics of our system, and in
particular to look at its steady-state behavior. If we examine
the Master equation more closely, then two types of evolu-
tions can be distinguished. First, the coherences are driven
by the external probe field; therefore, their evolution can be
separated in a quickly oscillating charactersevolving typi-
cally at vd and a slowly decaying envelopesevolving typi-

cally at Gca
−1d. Hence, a time-independent regime or “steady

state” for ŝstd can only be obtained for the envelope of the
coherences. The other matrix elementssthe populationsd,
however, do not exhibit such quick oscillatory behavior and
decay to their steady-state value without any persistent oscil-
lations. The steady-state value of the level populationspi,
i [ ha,b,cj, for example, is given in the small external probe
field limit by

pc
st ; o

N

sc,c
N,N =

Gbc

Gca
pb

st =
W

1 + WS1 + 2
Gca

Gbc
D = 1 −pb

st − pa
st,

s17d

where we defined the dimensionless pumping parameter

W;
Vp

2

GbcGca
, 0 ø W, + `, s18d

such that population inversion occurs in theac system for
Wù1. Now we can describe the dynamics of the systemA;
we will focus on the connection between the steady-state
solution of the Master equation and the scattering properties
of the system for radiation near thec→a resonance.

III. DERIVATION OF THE T MATRIX FOR A DIPOLE
WITH GAIN

The Master equation allows us to express expectation val-
ues of atomic operators in terms of reduced density-matrix
elements. In the case of a single atom, the expectation value
can be interpreted as a time average due to the statistical
character of the Master equationf18g. The stimed average of

the operatord̂ associated with theac dipole transition, for
example, is

kd̂l ; kd̂−l + kd̂+l = dacfTrsŝŜac
− d + TrsŝŜac

− dg s19d

and

TrsŝŜac
− d ; o

N
o

i=1,2,c
kisNduŝŜac

− uisNdl = o
N

fsc,1
N,N−1 sinsud

+ sc,2
N,N−1 cossudg, s20d

from which we can see that indeed only the reduced density-
matrix elements given by an expansion of Eq.s11d in the
basishu1sNdl , u2sNdl , uc,N+1lj appear in the expression for
the average dipole moment. Furthermore, if we assume the
pump frequency to be on resonance of theab transition, we
can deduce that in steady statesdefiningv2−v;dd,

kd̂−l = − dace
−ivt1 − W

1 + W

Ve

2d − iGcas1 + Wd +
2Ve

2

2d + iGcas1 + Wd

.

s21d

The stimed averaged atomicac dipole operator is related
to the dynamic polarizabilityaJ of theac system byssee, e.g.,
f4gd
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kd̂l ; «0RefaJsvd · «ee
−ivtg. s22d

Both equivalent expressionss19d and s22d allow us to con-
nect the polarizabilityaJ with the reduced density matrix,
yielding

aJsvd · «e = −
1

"«0
dacsdac · «ed

1 − W

1 + W

3
1

− d + i
Gca

2
s1 + Wd −

2Ve
2

2d + iGcas1 − Wd

,

s23d

which simplifies for small external probe fields to

aJsvd = − aJ0
1 − W

1 + W

1

2

v2

v − v2 + i
Gca

2
s1 + Wd

. s24d

The static polarizability is given by

aJ0 ; a0m ^ m, a0 ;
2

v2"«0
, s25d

where “̂ ” denotes the tensor product of two vectors, andm
is the unit vector parallel todac.

It is important to note that the same expressions23d is
obtained if the dressing of the levelsa andb is omitted and
the optical Bloch equations are used instead of the Master
equation. The incoherent pumping mechanism only appears
in the polarizability as a parameterW, without causing any
detuning effects.

The scattering properties of a point-dipole—or, more gen-
erally, any scattering object—can be expressed by itsT ma-

trix TJ ssee, e.g.,f1gd. TheT matrix is closely connected to the
dynamic polarizability of the scatterer. For a point dipole
located atr =0, both scattering quantities are related by

kr uTJsvdur8l = − Sv2

c
D2

aJsvddsrddsr − r8d = tsvdm ^ mdsrddsr

− r8d, s26d

with a matrix elementtsvd,

tsvd ; a0Sv2

c
D21 − W

1 + W

1

2

3
v2

v − v2 + i
Gca

2
s1 + Wd −

Ve
2

2v2 − 2v + iGcas1 + Wd

,

s27d

which is nonlinear in the incident probe fieldsthroughVed.
Both d functions appearing in Eq.s26d express the local
character of the scatterer; the anisotropy of theT matrix is
clearly due to the preferential orientation induced by the
transition dipole moment. In the absence of pumpingsW
=0d and for small external probe fields, we recover the ex-
pression for the linear dynamic polarizability of a two-level

atom, which satisfies the optical theoremf2g expressing en-
ergy conservation,

U − ImF tsvd
v2/c

GU
W=0

Ve→0

= U utsvdu2

6p
U

W=0
Ve→0

. s28d

For the optical theorem to hold, the static polarizability must
satisfy

a0 =
6p

sv2/cd3

Gca

v2
, s29d

which, if substituted in Eq.s27d, yields the final expression
for the T matrix element of a point dipole with gain for
arbitrary pump and external probe field intensity. In the limit
for small external probe fields, Eq.s27d then reduces to

tsvd =
3p

v2/c

Gca

Sv − v2 + i
Gca

2
s1 + WdD

1 − W

1 + W
. s30d

Expressionss26d and s30d for more generally, Eq.s27dg are
the key results of this paper. In the next section, we will
elaborate on their properties and physical consequences.

IV. PROPERTIES OF THE T MATRIX FOR A DIPOLE
WITH GAIN

TheT matrix s26d fully expresses the scattering properties
of a point dipole with gain and satisfies the Kramers-Kronig
relationsf19g, which can be easily verified.

The pump influences theT matrix in a clear physical way.
The most obvious effect of the pump is to induce changes of
the stimed averaged populations of the levelsa andc, which
leads to the multiplication of the dynamic polarizability with
a factors1−Wd / s1+Wd. Remarkably, the multiplication fac-
tor becomes negative if population inversion is present in the
ac system sW.1d, expressing the fact that not only the
imaginary, but also the real part of the dynamic polarizability
is drastically changed by pumping. In other words, not only
does absorption change into gain, but the dispersion relation
also changes, as is shown in Fig. 3. Besides changing the
sign of the dynamic polarizability, the gain also effectively
broadens thea state by a factors1+Wd, which is equivalent
with a decrease of theQ factor of thec→a resonance.

Secondly, it is intuitively clear that the optical theorem
does not hold any longer as a nonzero pump is applied. We
will now show that this is indeed the case. If an external
probe field with polarization vectore is incident on the point
dipole we consider here, then the dipole scattering cross sec-
tion ssca and extinction cross sectionsext are given by

ssca= +
sm · ed2

6p
utsvdu2, s31ad

sext= −
sm · ed2

v/c
Imftsvdg. s31bd

Both scattering cross sections dependfthrough tsvdg on the
applied pumping intensity. The albedo of theac system is
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defined as the ratio of the elastic scattering cross section and
the extinction cross section, which can be written for small
incident probe fields as

a ;
ssca

sext
=

1 − W

s1 + Wd2 , s32d

wheres1−ad is the fraction of the incident probe field which
is taken away from the incident beam but not transformed
into scattered light. If the optical theorem is satisfied, the
albedo is one, as can be seen from expressions28d. There-
fore, if the optical theorem does not hold any longer, we
expecta to be smaller than unity. To show that this is indeed
true, we plotted the albedos32d in Fig. 4 as a function of the
reduced pumping parameterW. As soon as the dipole has
internal population inversionsW.1d, the albedo becomes
negative, which indicates that the point dipole then has a
negative extinction cross section, as we expect. Obviously,
the scattering cross section is—by definition—always posi-
tive and the effect of the pump is manifested purely as a
decreasing of the scattered field for increasing pump. Fur-
thermore, the extinction cross section is, in absolute value,
always larger than the scattering cross section for nonzero
pump. In other words, some of the incident probe field is
taken away from the incident beam, but not scattered elasti-
cally. The presence of inelastic scattering is no surprise, since
the total intensity emitted by the dipole is proportional to the
population of the upper statec, whereas the coherent inten-
sity emitted by the dipole is proportional to the amount of
coherence betweena andc ssee, e.g.,f13gd. Both intensities
are only equalsall scattering is then elasticd in the absence of

a pump and in the small external probe field limit. As soon as
a pump is applied, or for larger external probe fieldsf20g,
some of the light is scattered inelastically.

Finally, we see from expressionss31d that the optical
theorem is also satisfied for the nontrivial valuesW=1 and
W→ +`. The latter two pumping values correspond to
pumping intensities for which theT matrix vanishessthere-
fore the optical theorem holdsd, but the reason why is clearly
different for both cases: forW=1, populations are, on aver-
age, equally distributed among levelsa andc, preventing the
building up of an average scattered field; forW→ +`, on the
other hand, the linewidth broadening of thec→a transition
induced by the pump inhibits scattering. We stress that the
absence of light scattering forW=1 has to be interpreted in a
statistical sense: theT matrix is deduced from thesstatisticald
Master equations11d, and is therefore a time-averaged prop-
erty of the system. In other words, forW=1, the pumped
point dipole does not scatter lighton average. Furthermore,
the transparency in our system is caused by a fully incoher-
ent pumping scheme, contrary to, e.g., electromagnetically
induced transparencyf21g.

Finally, we note that the strong dependence of the albedo
on the applied pumping intensity could lead to interesting
experimental work on, e.g., coherent backscatteringf22,23g,
since the width of the coherent backscattering cone is closely
related to the albedo of the scatterers in the multiple scatter-
ing medium considered.

V. SUMMARY

The aim of this paper was to find the light-scattering prop-
erties of a pumped point dipole, modeled as a three-level
system. The resultingT matrix s30d for more generally, Eq.
s27dg is surprisingly intuitive. The influence of the pump can
be characterized by a single dimensionless parameterW, ex-
pressing both a decrease of theQ factor and a decrease of the
T matrix. Physically, the presence of gain not only causes the
dipole to scatter partially inelastically, but also induces im-
portant changes in its dispersion and dissipation.
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FIG. 4. The albedoac system as a function of the reduced
pumping parameterW.

FIG. 3. The absorptionssolid lined, described by Imftsvdg, and
the dispersionsdashed lined, given by Reftsvdg for the pumped
three-level atom we consider, as a function of the detuningv−v2 in
units of Gca sad without a pumpsW=0d sbd for a pumping intensity
in the population inversion regimesW=3d. The graphs are scaled
such that Imftsv2dg=1 in sad.
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APPENDIX A: EXPANSION OF THE MASTER EQUATION

The aim of this appendix is to show the expansion of the
Master equations11d in the basishu1sNdl , u2sNdl , uc,N+1lj.
The reduced density-matrix elements which are diagonal in
the atomic states evolve as

ṡ1,1
N,N = − i

Ve

2
sinsudssc,1

N+1,Neivt − s1,c
N,N+1e−ivtd

+ Gca sin2sudsc,c
N+1,N+1 − Gbc cos2suds1,1

N,N

+
Gbc

2
sinsudcossudss1,2

N,N + s1,2
N,Nd, sA1d

ṡ2,2
N,N = − i

Ve

2
cossudssc,2

N+1,Neivt − s2,c
N,N+1e−ivtd

+ Gca cos2sudsc,c
N+1,N+1 − Gbc sin2suds2,2

N,N

+
Gbc

2
sinsudcossudss1,2

N,N + s1,2
N,Nd, sA2d

ṡc,c
N+1,N+1 = − i

Ve

2
sinsudss1,c

N,N+1e−ivt − sc,1
N+1,Neivtd − i

Ve

2
cossud

3ss2,c
N,N+1e−ivt − sc,2

N+1,Neivtd − Gcasc,c
N+1,N+1

+ Gbc cos2suds1,1
N+1,N+1 − Gbc sinsudcossudss1,2

N+1,N+1

+ s2,1
N+1,N+1d + Gbc sin2suds2,2

N+1,N+1, sA3d

while the elements which are off-diagonal in the atomic
states evolve as

ṡ1,2
N,N = − i

Ve

2
fsinsudsc,2

N+1,Neivt − cossuds1,c
N,N+1e−ivtg

+ Gca sinsudcossudsc,c
N+1,N+1 −

Gbc

2
fs1,2

N,N

− sinsudcossuds2,2
N,N − sinsudcossuds1,1

N,Ng −
i

"
sE1

N

− E2
Nds1,2

N,N, sA4ad

ṡ1,c
N,N+1e−ivt = − i

Ve

2
fsinsudsc,c

N+1,N+1 − sinsuds1,1
N,N

− cossuds1,2
N,Ng −

Gca

2
s1,c

N,N+1

−
Gbc

2
fcos2suds1,c

N,N+1e−ivt

− sinsudcossuds2,c
N,N+1e−ivtg +

i

"
sEc

N+1

− E1
Nds1,c

N,N+1e−ivt, sA4bd

ṡ2,c
N,N+1e−ivt = − i

Ve

2
fcossudsc,c

N+1,N+1 − cossuds2,2
N,N

− sinsuds1,2
N,Ng −

Gca

2
s2,c

N,N+1

+
Gbc

2
fsinsudcossuds1,c

N,N+1e−ivt

− sin2suds2,c
N,N+1e−ivtg +

i

"
sEc

N+1 − E2
Nds2,c

N,N+1e−ivt,

sA4cd

and

ṡ2,1
N,N = sṡ1,2

N,Nd* , sA5ad

ṡc,1
N+1,N = sṡ1,c

N,N+1d* , sA5bd

ṡc,2
N+1,N = sṡ2,c

N,N+1d* . sA5cd
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